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:j_userrw 
 
User Read / Write Permissions 
 
Description: 

This utility determines user read / write permissions for a given file or function. The 
utility returns (in the form of setting the ij_userrw global variable) an integer from which 
the permission is determined. This utility may be used to grant or deny read/write 
permissions to users on any file, or to grant permission for any situation. 

 
Level: 
 2s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_userrw 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 sj_userrw,ij_userrw 
 

sj_userrw(0) 
The sj_userrw global variable, 0 array should contain the blockname. The 
blockname is a string file name or keyword for the file or function to which the 
permissions are granted or denied. This variable must be set before the 
:j_userrw sigmac is called. 

 
 
 sj_userrw(1) 

The sj_userrw global variable, 1 array should contain the user name. The user 
name is a string holding the current login user or specific user for whom the 
permissions are to be checked. This variable must be set before the :j_userrw 
sigmac is called. 

 
 
Arguments: 
 

None 
 
 
Example: 
 
 sj_userrw(0)='office.ri' 
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 sj_userrw(1)=$sstat(#susrno) 
 :j_userrw 
 iperm=ij_userrw 
   

In this example the utility checks to see if the current user (as retrieved by the 
$sstat utility) has permissions to write to "office.ri". In this case the blockname is 
a file name - a Repeated Item library. The ARRIS Repeated Item Library 
Manager uses the situation in this example to see if the current login user has 
permission to write to the current RI library. 

 
 sj_userrw(0)='sigmac' 
 sj_userrw(1)=$sstat(#susrno) 
 :j_userrw 
 if ij_userrw<0 
  exit 
 endif 
 

In this example, a Sigmac uses the User Read/Write utility sigmac to check and 
see if the current login user (retrieved by $sstat(#susrno)) has permission to run 
the program "sigmac". If the utility returns a value less than 0 in the ij_userrw 
global variable, the program exits. 

 
Notes: 
  

1. The :j_userrw utility program checks for a text file users_rw.tx located in the arrisdat.dir 
subdirectory of the Standards directory. This file contains the list of blocknames and the 
list of users which are granted permission for each blockname. It is a simple ascii text 
file which may be edited with any text editor. 
 
The syntax of the users_rw.tx file is listed below. The USER PERMISSION LIST entry in 
brackets must be the first line of the file. Below that on each line of the file is a 
bockname followed by an equal sign (=) followed by a list of user names who are 
granted permission for that blockname, each separated by a comma (,). There should 
be no spaces before or after the equal sign (=) or comma (,), however spaces may be 
used otherwise in the blockname or user name. 
 
 [USER PERMISSION LIST] 
 blockname1=user1,user2,user3,user4 
 blockname2=none 
 blockname3= 
 blockname4=all 
 
In this example, only user1, user2, user3, and user4 are granted permission for 
blockname1. Nobody is given permission for blockname2 (none). Everybody is given 
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permission for blockname3 (listed but no users). Everybody is given permission for 
blockname4 (all). Everybody is given permission for blockname5 (not listed). 

 
2. The :j_userrw utility sets the integer global variable ij_userrw to return the permission 

as an integer as follows: 
 

1- Granted. The blockname is found in the users_rw.tx file and the user is on the 
permission list. 

 
0 - Undetermined. The users_rw.tx file is not found or the blockname is not 
found in the file. 
 
-1 - Denied. The blockname is found in the users_rw.tx file and the user is not on 
the permission list. 
 
In the example above: 
 
With sj_userrw(0)='blockname1' and sj_userrw(1)='user1', :j_userrw will set 
ij_userrw to 1. 
 
With sj_userrw(0)='blockname1' and sj_userrw(1)='user5', :j_userrw will set 
ij_userrw to -1. 
 
With sj_userrw(0)='blockname2' and sj_userrw(1)=<any user>, :j_userrw will 
set ij_userrw to -1. 
 
With sj_userrw(0)='blockname3' and sj_userrw(1)=<any user>, :j_userrw will 
set ij_userrw to 1. 
 
With sj_userrw(0)='blockname4' and sj_userrw(1)=<any user>, :j_userrw will 
set ij_userrw to 1. 
 
With sj_userrw(0)='blockname5' and sj_userrw(1)=<any user>, :j_userrw will 
set ij_userrw to 0. 

 
 

3. In ARRIS, users are identified by their login user name, not the friendly description 
which may be displayed in the startup login menu in some operating systems. 

 
4. The blockname and user names are not case sensitive. A blockname or user name 

which is upper case in the file but lower case when used in the :j_userrw utility (or vice 
versa) will still return "Granted" (1) in the ij_userrw variable if the blockname / user 
name in the file and the utility otherwise match. 
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5. This sigmac utility replaces the $userrw utility as $userrw was not returning 
permissions properly. It uses the same permissions file and blockname system as the 
$userrw utility. 

 
6. ARRIS functions which use this feature and their corresponding blocknames are as 

listed below. Specific blocknames are shown in quotes. Varying blocknames such as a 
library name are shown in brackets. 

 
Function      Blockname 
ARRIS Authcode Manager   "Authcodes" 
Project List Manager    "Project List" 
Project Page List Manager    "Project "+<Project Number> 
Environment Defaults Manager   "Environment Defaults" 
Drawing Manager     <Drawing File Name> 
Repeated Item Library Manager   <RI Library Name> 
Repeated Item Catalog Manager   <RI Catalog Name> 
Smart Repeated Item Edit    "SRI Data" 
Define Penmap     <Penmap File Name> 
Note Catalog Manager    <Note Catalog Name> 
Note Parameter Manager    "Note Parameters" 
ARRIS Architect Sched. Parameters "Schedule Parameters" 
ARRIS Developer Menu Build  <Menu Library Name> 
ARRIS Developer Sigmac Build  <Sigmac Library Name> 
Sigmac Library Archive    "SMAR" 
Menu Library Archive    "MNAR" 
Repeated Item Library Archive   "RIAR" 
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